
 

Man celebrates 85 years of living with
diabetes
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Bob Krause talks about his life as America’s longest living Type 1 diabetic
during his 90th birthday celebration in San Diego, Sunday, May 29, 2011. A
leading diabetes research center named the San Diego resident the first
American known to live 85 years with the disease, a life that has paralleled —
and benefited from — the evolution in treatment. (AP Photo/Chris Carlson)

(AP) -- When Bob Krause turned 90 last week, it was by virtue of an
unflagging determination and a mentality of precision that kept his body
humming after being diagnosed with diabetes as a boy.

A leading diabetes research center named the San Diego resident the
first American known to live 85 years with the disease, a life that has
paralleled - and benefited from - the evolution in treatment.

Krause's wife of 56 years, his family and friends celebrated his longevity
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Sunday with a party and a medal from the Joslin Diabetes Center to
commemorate his 85-year milestone.

"Bob has outlived the life expectation of a normal healthy person born in
1921," said his physician, Dr. Patricia Wu, attributing Krause's success
to his strong character. "He knows that he has to deal with this and he
sees this as a part of his life, he doesn't let this get him down."

The trim, white-haired Krause puts it more succinctly: "I'm a stubborn
old man. I refuse to give up."

That trait certainly plays into how closely he has tracked his body's
chemistry and become expert in the life-saving math that has kept his
diabetes under control.

About 18.8 million Americans have been diagnosed with diabetes and an
estimated 7 million more live with the disease unwittingly. Krause's form
of diabetes, type 1, was once known more commonly as juvenile
diabetes, and the more common form of diabetes often tied to obesity is
type 2.

About 3 million Americans live with type 1 diabetes, a chronic illness in
which their bodies don't make enough insulin, which is needed to
convert blood sugar into energy. The exact cause is unknown, though
genetics and autoimmune problems are thought to play a role.

Life expectancy is diminished for many diabetics because they face a
higher risk of serious health complications, including heart disease,
stroke, blindness, kidney damage and limb amputations. Many struggle
to manage blood pressure.

The former University of Washington mechanical engineering professor
says he's succeeded because he treats his body like a car and he only eats
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enough food to fuel the machine.

"To keep your diabetes under control you only eat the food you need to
before you have activities to perform," Krause said. "I eat to keep me
alive instead of eating all the time, or for pleasure."

He says he's not as active as he once was, so he doesn't need a lot of fuel
- or variation in diet. For breakfast every day, he eats a bowl of nuts and
five pitted prunes. He usually skips lunch and eats a salad with some lean
meat for dinner.

"I was surprised when they told me I was the oldest, because I knew
there were others out there. I certainly didn't think I was a loner," Krause
said after being presented the medal.

The first time Krause met Dr. Wu at Kaiser Permanente San Diego, he
came into the endocrinologist's office with a briefcase full of meticulous
hand-drawn graphs charting months of his blood sugar levels, caloric
intake and insulin doses.

He tests his blood up to a dozen times a day and he brings in updated
charts every visit, Wu said.

"I think that's a testament of why he is successful in living with this very
difficult to live with condition," she said. "Because of his persistence, his
consistency, his hard work."

Krause's careful attention is not unlike many others who have been
awarded by Joslin for successfully living with the illness for decades,
according to researcher Stephanie Hastings.

The Boston-based center has honored long-time diabetes survivors since
1948, and 34 have earned 75-year medals.
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Hastings said Krause is like many longtime successful diabetics, who
"always have more information than we need."

If anything, Wu has worked with Krause over the past three years to be a
little less rigid so that he doesn't overdose himself with insulin and push
his blood sugar too low.

It can be tough to change the patterns of a patient who has dealt with an
illness for so long.

Krause was lucky to be diagnosed with diabetes not long after the
commercial production of insulin made it widely available. It was 1926,
and he was 5 years old and living in Detroit where his father worked for
the U.S. Rubber Co.

Krause's younger brother Jackie died of diabetes after being diagnosed a
year earlier because insulin wasn't yet available.

Before the discovery of insulin, a diabetes diagnosis was a death
sentence, with an expected survival of a couple years at most if patients
undertook starvation diets to buy more time.

"I watched Jackie die by starving to death," Krause said. "Before insulin,
diabetics would just die because eating doesn't make any difference:
anything that you ate couldn't be converted and you literally starved to
death because your body couldn't absorb anything."

Canadian scientists Frederick Banting and John Macleod made the
discovery in 1921 through experiments with a mixture of ground cow
pancreas water and salts that eventually became insulin.

When experimenting with the mixture in humans began in 1922,
scientists found they were literally injecting life into people who were
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wasting away. The discovery led to a Nobel Prize in 1923.

When Krause began taking insulin, diabetics had to boil glass syringes
with long needles, sharpening the point when it would go blunt with
wear.

Krause remembers how his mother, having lost one child to diabetes,
weighed every piece of food Krause ate and kept him on a strict diet. By
the time he was 6, he was giving himself injections in the arms or legs at
every meal.

Back then, blood sugar testing was imprecise, messy and inconvenient.
Krause would boil his urine in a test tube and drop a tablet into it that
would turn different colors based on how much blood sugar was in the
sample.

Since 1978, Krause has relied on his insulin pump to administer his
dosages into his stomach, though he enters the amount of the dose
himself rather than relying on automated doses of insulin that pumps can
give throughout the day.

Krause's son, Tom Krause, said his engineer father has always been
precise, measured and calculated - down to the box of sugar cubes he
always kept next to his bed in case he felt faint.

"Having a sugar cube is a precise measurement - that's how much he
kept track, down to the cube of sugar," said Tom Krause, 50.

And though Tom Krause inherited his father's diabetes, he doesn't share
his father's regimented control of the illness.

"My dad, he is just a machine in how well he cares and manages his
diabetes, with his willpower and how long he's been doing it," Tom
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Krause said.

Krause praises the advent of blood testing as one of the most life-
changing moments in diabetes medicine, since it allows him to get a
more precise reading of his blood sugar levels by pricking his finger for
a test strip that is read by a machine.

"It's easier to control things today than it was back then. Back then you
just ate a meal and that's all you ate all day long, you didn't eat anything
in between and if your blood sugar got low, you would feel faint and
drink orange juice and wait," Krause said.

Though they've worked together to make sure his treatment keeps up
with the times, Krause reminds Wu of the same thing each time he
leaves her office.

"He'll say, `I've been doing this for 80-number of years and it has gotten
me this far and I'm still here, so who are you to tell me how to do this?
I've been doing this since before you were born,'" Wu recalls with a
laugh.

  More information: Joslin Diabetes Center: http://www.joslin.org
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